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Abstract. In this note we show how the chromatic convergence theorem of

Hopkins and Ravenel implies that a tower of relative algebraic A"-theories con-

structed by Waldhausen converges to the p-local part of the algebraic AT-theory

of the one-point space relative to the ^-theory of the integers. The notion

of convergence used here is made precise using the language of pro-homotopy

theory.

1. Background

In 1982 Waldhausen [8] described a method for investigating the fiber of the

map
A(*)^K(Z);

here A(*) is the ,4-theory of the one-point space, which can also be thought of

as the algebraic TC-theory of the ring space QS° or as the algebraic 7C-theory

of the category of spectra of finite type. He began by showing [8, p. 186] that

the p-local part of this fiber is the fiber of a map

A(*,p)->K(Z{p)),

where A(*, p) is the 7C-theory of the category of p-local spectra of finite type.
He then used the chromatic tower in stable homotopy to construct a tower of

algebraic 7<-theory spaces

A(*,p,n)->-> A(*,p, 1) -> A(*,p, 0) = K(Z(P)),

which he called the integral localization tower, and a map from A(*, p) to this

tower. The idea was to consider the integral localization tower as an approxi-

mation to A(*, p), but Waldhausen did not show that it actually converged to

A(*, p) in any sense. The purpose of the present note is to use the chromatic
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convergence theorem of Hopkins and Ravenel [3] to show that this tower does

in fact converge to A(*, p); specifically, we show that the map

{A(*,p)}->{A(*,p,n)}

from the constant tower to the integral localization tower is a weak pro-homot-

opy equivalence, a definition recalled in the next section. It follows that the

map of towers

{fibred*, p) -» tffZ^))} - {fibred*, p, n) -» K(Z{p)))}

is also a weak pro-homotopy equivalence.

In the interest of readability, we review in this section the definitions of the

chromatic tower and of Waldhausen's tower before proceeding to the proof in

the next section.

First recall the notion of Bousfield localization of spectra. Properties of

Bousfield localization are also catalogued in [6, 8].

Definition 1.1. Let Et be a generalized homology theory. A spectrum Y is

Et -local if whenever a map /: Xx —> X2 is such that E*(f) is an isomorphism,

the induced map [Xx, Y] <— [X2, Y] is also an isomorphism.

An P, -localization of a spectrum X is a map n from X to an P» -local

spectrum Xe such that E*(n) is an isomorphism.

Not only do 7s,-localizations exist, but they also have extremely good func-

torial properties, recorded in the following omnibus theorem due to Bousfield

[1].

Theorem 1.2. For any homology theory P» and any spectrum X, the 7s,-

localization of X exists and is functorial in X.

Emphasizing this functoriality, the notation Xe = LeX is standard and will

be used in this paper.
Underlying the chromatic tower is the p-local homology theory PP, whose

coefficient ring is

PP, = Z{p)[vx, v2, ... , v„, ...],

where the degree of w„ is 2(p" - 1), and the actual starting point for the

construction is the family of theories E(n)*, n > 1 , for which the coefficient

rings are

E(n), = Z{p)[vx ,v2, ... ,vn, v~x].

Original versions of the following definitions are found in [6], beginning with

§5.

Definition 1.3. For a p-local spectrum X and n > 1, put LnX = LE(„)X, the

E(n)»-localization of X. For n = 0 put L0X equal to the rationalization of
X.

According to [6] there are natural transformations of localization functors
Ln —> L„_i compatible with the structure maps I-»L„I, and we may make

the following definition.

Definition 1.4. The chromatic tower for a p-local spectrum X is the inverse

system

LqX <— LXX <— • • • <— LnX <— • ■ • .
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The structure maps X —» LnX combine to give a natural map of towers of

spectra {X} -» {LnX} from the constant tower on X to the chromatic tower.

Finally, the chromatic filtration of 7r,X is given by ker(7t,^T —» n*L„X).

In the rest of this section we outline Waldhausen's construction of the integral

localization tower, as given in [8, pp. 188-189]. One arrives at the starting point

for the construction as follows. By specializing the chromatic tower to the case

X = S, the sphere spectrum localized at p, by replacing the Eilenberg-Mac

Lane spectrum KQ at the 0th level of the tower with the Eilenberg-Mac Lane

spectrum KZ^), and by then applying the functor Q°°, which assigns to a

spectrum its associated infinite loopspace, one obtains from the map of towers

of spectra a map of towers of spaces {QS} —> {QSW} , where we have adopted

Waldhausen's notation for the spaces involved: Q°°S = QS, Q°°LnS = QS(n),

and Zip) = QS(0). As explained and hypothesized in [8], essential properties

of the right-hand tower and of the map between the towers follow from the

hypothesis that the localization functor Ln has the property of being a smashing

localization functor, a property of Ln proven in [3]. These properties are that

the spaces QS(„) are ring spaces and that the maps in the tower are maps of

ring spaces, as well as the maps QS —► QS(n), for each n .

With this information in hand, the construction of the tower of 7C-theories

proceeds through the following steps. First let Mk(QS(n)) denote the multi-

plicative 77-space of k x k matrices over QS(„). For n > 1, the monoid of

connected components is Mk(noQS(n)), and we define GLk(QS(n)) by pulling

back over the inclusion of the invertible kxk matrices into all kxk matrices:

GLk(QS(n))    -►    Mk(QS{n))

I 1
GLk(n0QS(n)) -► Mk(noQS(n))

Waldhausen then shows that the 77-space GLk(QS(nX) has a classifying space

BGLk(QS(n)) and defines BGL(QS(n)) by taking the colimit of these spaces as
k tends to infinity. He then obtains for each n spaces and maps compatible

with varying n,

BGL(QS) - BGL(QS(n)),
on which he performs the plus construction. All of this is recorded in the

following diagram of maps of towers:

{BGL(QS)}   -►   {BGL(QS(n))}

{BGL(QS)+} — {BGL(QS{n))+}

Finally he defines

A(*,p,n) = ZxBG~L(QS{n))\

where the factor Z represents the class group of the free modules over the ring

noQS(n) > and similarly

A{*,p) =ZxBGL(QS)+ .
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In the next section we consider the map of towers

{A(*,p)}^{A(*,p,n)},

which is of course just the bottom row of the above diagram crossed with a copy

of the integers.

Note added in proof. Waldhausen has pointed out to us that the localization

functor L„ used in our paper does not quite agree with the functor called Ln

in [8], and so the connection between our paper and [8] is less close than we

have claimed in the introduction. The point is that there are two versions of

Ln, namely the Bousfield localization (which we have used) and the functor

which Ravenel [9] denotes by L„ . All of the results of [8] that we have actually

used are valid for both variants, but for [8] as a whole one must use L{. Thus

the results in our paper are true as stated but probably not interesting from the

point of view of algebraic AMheory. On the other hand, the full connection

between our paper and [8] would be restored if it were known that L„ satisfies

a chromatic convergence property—this is at present an open question.

2. The main result

In this section we recall what we need from pro-homotopy theory, state the

chromatic convergence theorem, and prove our main result. First we recall from

[2, p. 73] the definition underlying the notion of pro-homotopy equivalence.

Definition 2.1. A map /: {G„} -> {77„} between two towers (i.e., inverse sys-

tems) of groups is called a pro-isomorphism if, for every group B , f induces

an isomorphism

colimHom(groups)(77.^, P) s colimHom(groups)(G„ , P).

It is easily seen that the condition that / induces an isomorphism of inverse

limits is necessary but not sufficient for / to be a pro-isomorphism. It is also

important to observe that the definition is equivalent to the condition that, for

every n, there is an n' > n and a homomorphism 77„< —> Gn such that the

diagram

Gn' -* Hni

Gn  -> Hn
commutes.

Next we let /: {Xn} —> {Yn} be a map of towers of pointed connected spaces.

From [2, p. 76] we take the following notion.

Definition 2.2. The map of towers of connected pointed spaces /: {X„} —> {Y„}

is a weak pro-homotopy equivalence if the induced maps {nqXn} -» {nqYn} are

pro-isomorphisms for each q > 1 .

We record the following useful recognition criterion for weak pro-homotopy

equivalences, which should be thought of as a Whitehead theorem [7, p. 399]

in the pro-category. This lemma seems to be well known, but we could not find

it explicitly stated in the literature.'

'The authors would like to thank the referee for simplifying our original argument.
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Lemma 2.3. Let f: {Xn} -» {Yn} be a map of towers of connected pointed spaces

such that f: {nxXn} —► \nxYn} is a pro-isomorphism and

f*: colim77*(y„ ; N) " colim77*(X„ ; N)

for any nxYk-module N where k > 0. Then f is a weak pro-homotopy equiv-

alence.

Proof. This is actually an easy consequence of Lemma 4.3 of [2, p. 80], which

says that, under the stated conditions and for any fibrant space V and integer

s > 0, the map between direct systems of sets of homotopy classes of maps

induced by / passes to a bijection

colim[X„, F«] <- colim[Fn , V^],

where V^ is the 5th Postnikov section of V as in [5, p. 32]. Whenever A is a

pointed connected space and n > s, obstruction theory, or even consideration

of the Postnikov section construction, shows that the canonical map A —> A^

induces a bijection

[AW, VM]^[A, KW],

so / also induces a bijection

colim[X<n), V&] <- colimlFi"', V&].

Using this fact and specializing V^ in various ways, one sees that for any n

there is n' > n and a map F„,    -* X„    such that in the diagram

v(«')        /    ,   y(n')

Y(") f y(n)

both triangles commute up to homotopy. In other words, {X„n)} —<• {Y„n)} is

a pro-isomorphism of towers over the pointed homotopy category. (Compare
Definition 2.1.) Now Proposition 3.3 of [2, p. 77] allows us to conclude that

{X„} —► {Yn} is a weak pro-homotopy equivalence, as required.   □

In [1] one finds the following extension of Definition 2.2 to spectra.

Definition 2.4. The map of towers of spectra f: {X„} —> {Y„} is a weak pro-

homotopy equivalence if the map between towers {nqX„} —> {nqY„} is a pro-

isomorphism of groups for each integer q.

With this terminology we may now state the chromatic convergence theorem

proved in [3].

Theorem 2.5. For the suspension spectrum X°°AT of a p-local finite CW-complex

X, the chromatic tower of Definition 1.4 converges in the sense that the map

{YP°X} -» {L„T°X}

from the constant tower to the chromatic tower is a weak pro-homotopy equiva-

lence of spectra.

We will also need the following simple fact about pro-isomorphisms.
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Lemma 2.6. Let f: {R„} —> {R'n} be a map of towers of rings in which each

map

f: Rn —> Rn

is an injective ring homomorphism. Then f is a pro-isomorphism of rings if it

is a pro-isomorphism of groups.

Proof. Since / is a pro-isomorphism of groups, we have for each n an integer

n' > n and a group homomorphism R'n, —> R„ such that the diagram

Rn' -> R'^

Rn   -1—*   K

commutes. The thing to verify is that the diagonal arrow is actually a ring ho-

momorphism, but this is a simple consequence of the injectivity of the lower

arrow and the fact that the horizontal and vertical arrows are assumed to pre-

serve products.   □

The following corollary is the starting point for the proof of our main theo-

rem. It is proved by applying Theorem 2.5 when X is a p-local sphere, passing

to associated infinite loopspaces, and using the preceding lemma.

Corollary 2.7. Consider the map of towers of infinite loop spaces

{QS} - {QS{n)}

from the constant tower on QS to the chromatic tower.

(a) At the level of no the induced map of towers of rings

Z(P) -> {noQS(n\}

is a pro-isomorphism.

(b) Restricted to the ^-components, the map of towers is a weak pro-homotopy

equivalence of spaces.

Proof. For part (a) we need to observe that the map Z(/,) —> noQS(„) is al-

ways a monomorphism because the rationalization map Z^ —► noQS^o) factors

through it. Part (a) now follows from Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, and part

(b) is immediate from 2.5.   □

Remark. In this section we have somewhat awkward statements because the

notion of weak pro-homotopy equivalence has only been defined here for con-

nected spaces and the spaces involved here are by definition disconnected; how-

ever, all spaces with which we are dealing are 77-spaces with an abelian group

of components, so any two components of one of these spaces are actually ho-

motopy equivalent.

Now we can prove our main result.

Theorem 2.8. The map of towers of spaces

{A(* , p)} - {A(* , p, «)}
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from the constant tower on the algebraic K-theory of the p-local finite spectra to

the integral localization tower is a weak pro-homotopy equivalence on connected

components.

Proof. We return to the diagram of the previous section:

{BGL(QS)}   -►   {BGL(QS(n))}

J J
{BGL(QS)+} -► {BGL(QS{n))+}

For brevity write X = BGL(QS), Yn = BGL(QS[n)), X+ = BGL(QS)+ ,

and F„+ = BGL(QS(„))+ so that the diagram becomes:

W    -£-   {Yn}

.1 I
{*+}   -^   {Yn+}

To prove the theorem we have to show that /+: {X+} —> {F„+} is a weak

pro-homotopy equivalence.

To start, notice that /: {X} -> {Y„} is a weak pro-homotopy equivalence.

The induced map on fundamental groups is

{GL(Z(p))} - {GL(noQS[n))}.

Now part (a) of Corollary 2.7 says we have a pro-isomorphism of rings

Z(P) ~* {noQS(n)},

and the functor GL turns a pro-isomorphism of rings into a pro-isomorphism

of groups (use the characterization of pro-isomorphism given at the beginning of

the section to see this). Thus we have proved that / induces a pro-isomorphism

at the level of nx . At the level of nq for q > 2, recall that nqX = M(nq-XQS)
and nqY„ = M(nq-XQS(n)), where for an abelian group A, M(A) is the abelian

group of infinite matrices over A , almost all of whose entries are 0, and apply

part (b) of Corollary 2.7 to see that / induces a pro-isomorphism on these

homotopy groups. Consequently, by Lemma 4.2 of [2, p. 79] / induces an

isomorphism

77* (X; N) 3- colim 77* (Y„ ; N)

for any nxYk -module N.

Now by a fundamental property of the plus construction [4, p. 313], for any

TiiY^-module Af the inclusion Yk -» Yk+ induces an isomorphism

77*(y,;Af)^77*(F+;Af)

so that we also obtain for any nx F^-module Af an isomorphism

77* (X+ ; Af) " colim 77* (7+ ; M)

induced by /+ . As the towers {nxX+} and {nxY+} are the towers of units

in Z(P) and in 7ioQSln), respectively, /+ induces a pro-isomorphism between
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them, so we may apply Lemma 2.3 to complete the proof. In a nutshell, the

proof is a process of pushing the weak pro-homotopy equivalence / down to

a weak pro-homotopy equivalence /+ .   □

Using informal language then, we say the tower {A(*, p, n)} converges to

A(*, p), the 7C-theory of the category of p-local finite spectra.

The following relative form of this result is perhaps easier to come to grips

with and helps explain the sense in which the localization tower leads to a sort

of fine structure on

F = tibre(A(*)->K(Z)).

To simplify the notation put

F(p, n) = hbre(A(* ,/>,»)- K(Z{p))).

By the splitting result [8, p. 186] mentioned near the beginning of this note,

F{j)) = nbxe(A(*,p)^K(Z(p))),

where F^) denotes the p-localization of F. Applying the five lemma in the

category of pro-groups [2, p. 75] one immediately obtains the following conse-

quence of the theorem.

Corollary 2.9. With notation as above, the natural map

{F{p)}^{F(p,n)}

from the constant tower on Fq,) is a weak pro-homotopy equivalence.   D
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